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Two particlesP andQ move vertically under gravity. The graphs show the upward velocity v m s−1

of the particles at timet s, for 0≤ t ≤ 4. P starts with velocityV m s−1 andQ starts from rest.

(i) Find the value ofV. [2]

Given thatQ reaches the horizontal ground whent = 4, find

(ii) the speed with whichQ reaches the ground, [1]

(iii) the height ofQ above the ground whent = 0. [2]

2 A car of mass 600 kg travels along a horizontal straight road,with its engine working at a rate of
40 kW. The resistance to motion of the car is constant and equal to 800 N. The car passes through the
point A on the road with speed 25 m s−1. The car’s acceleration at the pointB on the road is half its
acceleration atA. Find the speed of the car atB. [5]
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The diagram shows three particlesA, B andC hanging freely in equilibrium, each being attached to
the end of a string. The other ends of the three strings are tied together and are at the pointX. The
strings carryingA andC pass over smooth fixed horizontal pegsP1 andP2 respectively. The weights
of A, B andC are 5.5 N, 7.3 N andW N respectively, and the angleP1XP2 is a right angle. Find the
angleAP1X and the value ofW. [5]
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4 A particleP starts from a fixed pointO at timet = 0, wheret is in seconds, and moves with constant
acceleration in a straight line. The initial velocity ofP is 1.5 m s−1 and its velocity whent = 10 is
3.5 m s−1.

(i) Find the displacement ofP from O whent = 10. [2]

Another particleQ also starts fromO whent = 0 and moves along the same straight line asP. The
acceleration ofQ at timet is 0.03t m s−2.

(ii) Given thatQ has the same velocity asP whent = 10, show that it also has the same displacement
from O asP whent = 10. [5]

5 A particle of mass 0.8 kg slides down a rough inclined plane along a line of greatest slopeAB. The
distanceAB is 8 m. The particle starts atA with speed 3 m s−1 and moves with constant acceleration
2.5 m s−2.

(i) Find the speed of the particle at the instant it reachesB. [2]

(ii) Given that the work done against the frictional force as the particle moves fromA to B is 7 J, find
the angle of inclination of the plane. [4]

When the particle is at the pointX its speed is the same as the average speed for the motion fromA
to B.

(iii) Find the work done by the frictional force for the particle’smotion fromA to X. [3]
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A smooth slideAB is fixed so that its highest pointA is 3 m above horizontal ground.B is h m above
the ground. A particleP of mass 0.2 kg is released from rest at a point on the slide. Theparticle
moves down the slide and, after passingB, continues moving until it hits the ground (see diagram).
The speed ofP at B is vB and the speed at whichP hits the ground isvG.

(i) In the case thatP is released atA, it is given that the kinetic energy ofP at B is 1.6 J. Find

(a) the value ofh, [3]

(b) the kinetic energy of the particle immediately before it reaches the ground, [1]

(c) the ratiovG : vB. [2]

(ii) In the case thatP is released at the pointX of the slide, which isH m above the ground (see
diagram), it is given thatvG : vB = 2.55. Find the value ofH correct to 2 significant figures. [3]
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ParticlesP andQ, of masses 0.2 kg and 0.5 kg respectively, are connected by a light inextensible
string. The string passes over a smooth pulley at the edge of arough horizontal table.P hangs freely
andQ is in contact with the table. A force of magnitude 3.2 N acts onQ, upwards and away from the
pulley, at an angle of 30◦ to the horizontal (see diagram).

(i) The system is in limiting equilibrium withP about to move upwards. Find the coefficient of
friction betweenQ and the table. [6]

The force of magnitude 3.2 N is now removed andP starts to move downwards.

(ii) Find the acceleration of the particles and the tension in thestring. [4]
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